














 
 
 
 
 
 
Пример оформления и список вопросов теста для одного из упражнений: 
 
Лексика: Идиоматические выражения в британском и американском английском 

 
Question 1. Matching Type 
Choose the correct block for each item below. 
I hate to blow my own trumpet, but I graduated at the top of my class. _____ 
Not to toot my own horn, but my company won a "Best Brand" award. _____ 
 
American English; British English 
 
Question 2. Fill-in-the-Gap 
Choose the correct answer to complete the sentence. 
Janice and Conrad are colleagues in a firm in London. Janice wants to know whether 
Conrad knows how much an iPad is, but Conrad does not know. 
Janice: Conrad, do you know how much an iPad costs? 
Conrad: _____. We could check their website. 
 
I haven't got a clue; I haven't got a tuppence worth. 
 
Question 3. Matching Type 
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Choose the correct answer for each item below. 
Tony is inviting his colleagues to start a subprime lending business. However, 
Reginald, an American, and Archie, an Englishman, think that it is a very risky 
investment, so Reginald and Archie refuse Tony's proposal. 
Reginald: _____ 
Archie: _____ 
I 
 wouldn't touch subprime lending with a 10-foot pole; I wouldn't touch subprime 
lending with a bargepole. 
 
Question 4. Matching Type 
Choose the correct answer to complete each sentence below. 
Linda is telling George, her British colleague, about the conference she attended. 
Linda: The conference was fine. The audience was very participative. Many gave 
their _____ about my topic. 
George: That's good. You can learn a thing or two when you let people give their 
_____ during conferences. 
 
two cents worth; tuppence worth 
 
Question 5. Matching Type 
Choose the correct answer to complete each sentence below. 
If your flight gets delayed -- _____ -- we'll have to postpone the press conference. 
I hope the investors will like our proposal, _____. 
 
knock on wood; touch wood 
 
Question 6. Fill-in-the-Gap 
Choose the correct answer to complete the sentence. 
Erick's colleagues are quarrelling over a football game. He wants to tell them that they 
are quarreling over a small issue. Erick and his friends are American. 
Erick: Stop quarrelling. Your argument is a _____. 
 
storm in a teacup; tempest in a teapot 
 
Question 7. Matching Type 
Choose the correct answer to complete the sentence. 
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Karen is telling Sam, her American colleague, about an error she found on the 
company's cash flow statement. 
Karen: I missed an error while I was validating my company's cash flow statement. I 
tried to sweep it under the _____, but my boss found out, anyway. 
Sam: The company's cash flow statement must be accurate, so you should not have 
tried to sweep it under the _____. 
 
rug; carpet 
 
Answer Key 
 
1. British English; American English 
2. I haven't got a clue. 
3. I wouldn't touch subprime lending with a 10-foot pole.; I wouldn't touch subprime 
lending with a 
bargepole. 
4. two cents worth; tuppence worth 
5. knock on wood; touch wood 
6. tempest in a teapot 
7. carpet; rug 
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